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Genuine accessories –  
as good as it gets
Kia Genuine Accessories are the ultimate way to give your Stonic the look that 
best reflects your personality. Their guaranteed precision fit and exceptional high 
standard match that of the car.

Kia Genuine tow bars are tested rigorously to ensure the -

  Safe use of bike carriers (CARLOS BC) and trailer/caravan 
(CARLOS TC)

  Durability and effective rust prevention with E-coat 
painting process

  Perfect integration in the chassis of the vehicle

Kia Genuine wheels are developed to ensure the -

 Structural integrity

 Optimal road performance

 Original Equipment (OE) homologation specifications are met

Kia Genuine accessories are -

  Developed and tested according to the same rigorous standards as your vehicle

  Designed to fit perfectly

  Able to enhance the design of the car by adding either more style or more sportiness

Kia Genuine floor mats are -

 Available in different specifications of material to meet your expectations

 Designed for a perfect fit

 Equipped with durable safe fixation ring and anti-slip backing
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Create a  
very personal spin
Wheels that make a statement about who you are.

1. Alloy wheel kit 17", type-B. 17" eight-spoke alloy wheel, 6.5Jx17, suitable for 205/55 R17 tyres. 
Kit includes a cap and four nuts. H8F40AK400

2. Alloy wheel kit 15", type-B. 15" eight-spoke alloy wheel, 6.0Jx15, suitable for 185/65 R15 tyres. Kit 
includes a cap and four nuts. H8F40AK300

3. Alloy wheel 15" Mabuk. 15" five-spoke graphite alloy wheel, 6.0Jx15, suitable for 185/65 R15 tyres. 
Cap included, nuts not included. H8400ADE05

4. Steel wheel 17". 17“ eight-spoke steel wheel, anthracite, 6.5Jx17, suitable for 205/55  R17 tyres. Ideal 
for winter tyre use. Cap included, nuts not included. H8401ADE50

5. Steel wheel 15". 6.0Jx15 suitable for 185/65 R15 tyres. Ideal for winter tyre use. H8H40AK000

6. Steel wheel cover 15". High-quality plastic wheel cover for use with Genuine steel wheels.  
52960H8050 (single part)

7. Locking wheel nuts and key. These locking wheel nuts provide reliable protection against theft. Enjoy the 
peace of mind of knowing that your alloy wheels are staying right where they belong. 66490ADE50 (not shown)

1. 5. / 6.2. 3. 4.

WHEELSWHEELS



1. Body decals, dynamic blade. Add extra sportiness and a sense of speed to your ride 
with a sleek and aerodynamic shape. The top-quality decals are precision-cut to fit the 
contours of your Stonic and are available in different colours complementing the colour 
accent of the roof. Resistant to extreme climatic conditions and frequent carwash use. 
Professional fitting by an expert is recommended.  
1a. H8200ADE50BL (glossy black)  1b. H8200ADE50GR (metallic anthracite) 
1c. H8200ADE50OR (tan orange)  1d. H8200ADE50GN (electric green)

2. Door mirror caps. Make sure your Stonic is as unique as you are. Add a striking design de-
tail and colour accent to your Stonic's exterior with these door mirror caps. Available in classic 
piano black, elegant silver and vibrant red.   For door mirrors with indicator: H8431ADE00BL 
(black)      H8431ADE00RD (red/ not shown)       H8431ADE00SL (silver/ not shown) 
For door mirrors without indicator: H8431ADE10BL (black/ not shown)       H8431ADE10RD (red/  
not shown)       H8431ADE10SL (silver/ not shown)

3. Door mirror decals. Sportiness down to the smallest details. These door mirror decals complete 
your Stonic's all-round sporty look. They come in a set of two and in a choice of matt white or glossy 
black colours. H8430ADE00WH (white) H8430ADE00BL (black)
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1a.

1c.

1b. 2.

1d. 1a. 3.

Look your best
Make your Kia Stonic even more stylish with one or 
more of these superb accessories.

STYLING STYLING
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1. LED puddle lights. The spotlight is on whenever you open the car door. These LED puddle lights 
add a distinctive yet subtle glow for a unique entrance – and increased visibility, especially in 

darkness. 66651ADE00 / 66651ADE99 (additional cable kit to be purchased)

2. LED door projectors, Kia logo. Make a stylish entrance in the darkness – with subtle yet sharp 
beams for gorgeous ambient ground lighting, featuring the Kia logo. Automatically activated when the 

front doors are opened. 66651ADE00K / 66651ADE99 (additional cable kit to be purchased)

3. LED footwell illumination. Give your cabin the red carpet treatment with this premium touch that 
bathes the front footwell in exquisite ambient light whenever the doors are unlocked, fading out when 

the engine starts. Available in stylish red and classic white. 
3a. 66650ADE20W (white/ first row) 3b. 66650ADE30W (white/ second row) 

3c. 66650ADE20 (red/ first row) 3d. 66650ADE30 (red/ second row) 

4. Sport grip pedal. Treat your pedals to a sportier look. These metal sports pedals boast an awesome sure-
grip finish. H8F05AK200 (kit/ manual transmission)  H8F05AK300 (kit/ automatic transmission)

4.

1. 2.

3c.

3d.

3a.

3b.

STYLING STYLING
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1a.

2a. 2b.

1b.

brushed finish

gloss finish

4b.3.

5a.

4a.

5b.

1. Door mirror caps. Attention to detail can make all the difference. Raise the overall visual 
impact of your Stonic by complementing its exterior styling with these brushed or high-gloss 
stainless steel caps. 1a. H8431ADE50ST (chrome optic) 1b. H8431ADE60ST (brushed)

2. Rear bumper protector. Just the right fit, just the right protection: whenever you load and 
unload heavy objects or luggage, this sturdy yet stylish stainless steel protector provides an 
effective shield against any paintwork damage to your rear bumper. Available in both high-gloss 
and brushed stainless steel. 2a. H8274ADE50ST (chrome optic) 2b. H8274ADE60ST (brushed)

3. Entry guards. First impressions always count. These stainless steel entry guards give a flash of 
premium shine to welcome passengers to your Stonic. They’re a custom fit and feature the Stonic 
logo. H8450ADE50ST (set of 4)

4. Tailgate trim line. Made-to-measure, made-to-impress: add a rugged or polished edge to your 
tailgate with this trim line in brushed or high-gloss stainless steel. It’s eye-catching from the rear, as 
well as emphasizing the other exterior styling features from every angle.   
4a. H8491ADE50ST (chrome optic) 4b. H8491ADE60ST (brushed)

5. Side trim lines. Uniquely elegant: these brushed or high-gloss stainless steel mouldings give the side 
contours of your Stonic a new lease of life with a subtle optical touch. 5a. H8271ADE50ST (chrome optic) 
5b. H8271ADE60ST (brushed)

STYLING STYLING
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1.

4.

6.5.

1. Bike carrier for all tow bars. The ideal companion for cycling 
holidays or day trips out. Designed for maximum enjoyment and 
minimum hassle. It can carry 2 bikes with a maximum payload of 
60 kg. Easy to load, it is theft-resistant and you can even open the 
tailgate with your bikes on the back! 
The bike carrier has a 13-pole socket. A 13-pole tow bar wiring kit 
or alternatively a 7-pole wiring kit along with the 7-pole to 13-pole 
adaptor would be required for installation. E823055001

2. Tow bar wiring kit. Installation uses original vehicle connectors 
and a multifunctional trailer module which amplifies all necessary 
signals. Compatible with both conventional bulb and LED trailer lights 
and featuring audible warning for trailer turn indicator or brake light 
malfunction. 

The rear fog lamp of the vehicle is automatically switched off 
when a trailer is connected. Available with either a 7-pole socket 
with drainage holes to prevent accumulation of water or a 13-pole 
waterproof socket housing. The 13-pole based system is prepared 
to manage all modern caravan functions. In order to use its full 
functionality please additionally order +15/+30 extension kit. 
13-pole: H8621ADE50CP 
+15/+30 extension for 13-pole: 55621ADE01 
7-pole: H8620ADE50CP 
Based on your actual tow bar usage, adaptors are available to 
temporarily change 7-pole to 13-pole or vice versa.  
13-pole (vehicle) to 7-pole (trailer/caravan) adaptor: E919999137 
7-pole (vehicle) to 13-pole (trailer/caravan) adaptor: 55622ADB00 
Please consult your dealer for further information. 

3. Tow bar, fixed. You frequently have cargo to transport? This high-quality corrosion-
resistant fixed tow bar is developed to optimally transport loads according to the maximum 

towing and bike load capacity of your Stonic. Please consult your dealer for the detailed 
specification of your vehicle. H8280ADE50 (not shown)

4. Tow bar, detachable. Whenever you have substantial cargo in tow, this top-quality corrosion-
resistant steel tow bar is ideal for efficient transportation. With the featured 3-ball locking 

system it can be detached simply, securely and discreetly. Please consult your dealer regarding 
the maximum towing load capacity for your vehicle. H8281ADE50

5. Luggage net. Always know exactly where everything is when you need it - even on the road. This 
luggage net is both durable and flexible, keeping items securely stowed in the trunk. 85720C8100WK

6. Dog guard. Easier transport, higher comfort: for passengers and a pet dog. This robust grid is easy 
to install and perfectly fitting between the rear seatbacks and roof. It makes sure everything stays 

securely where it should, without restricting the driver's rear view. Usable only when the headrest is in 
the lower position. H8150ADE00

The world's  
at your doorstep

Your Kia Stonic was destined to support an outdoor life. And with 
these optional extras only the sky is the limit.

TRANSPORT TRANSPORT



1. Roof box 330. Heading off on holiday, you’ll probably need more luggage space than usual. Before you start 
cramming things in your cabin, enjoy the comfort of this sleek and durable roof box. Easy to install and with dual 

side opening for extra-fast access, it provides a space-efficient compartment. Carries up to 75 kg depending on 
the vehicle, roof box capacity for Stonic is up to 51 kg. Lockable for added security. 66730ADE10

2. Cross bars, aluminium. The more you can load, the more you can enjoy. Light and easy to install, these strong 
and perfectly fitting aluminium cross bars help you transport all you could possibly need on your next adventure. 

Only suitable for cars with OE roof rails. Fits vehicles with and without a panoramic sunroof. Consult your dealer for 
maximum payload. E83004D050

3. Cross bars, steel. A firm foundation for your rooftop transportation. These lockable steel cross bars are custom-made 
for your Stonic, providing safety and security on every journey. Only suitable for cars with OE roof rails. Fits vehicles with 

and without a panoramic sunroof. Consult your dealer for maximum payload. E83004D000

4. + 5. Ski & snowboard carrier 400 & 600. A reliable travel companion for your future winter adventures. The “Ski & 
snowboard carrier 400” is capable of holding up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards and is lockable for added security. If you 

need even more room you can opt for the “Ski & snowboard carrier 600” for up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards. U-mount 
adapter kit (66701ADE90) is required for steel cross bars. 66701ADE10 (400) / 66701ADE00 (600)

6. Xtender ski & snowboard carrier. After a day on the slopes it's time to head home with all your gear quickly and without 
hassle. Capable of carrying up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards, it slides out sideways allowing you to load and unload, while 

keeping your clothes clean and away from contact with your car. Lockable for added security. 55700SBA10 

7. Bike carrier Pro. Make light work of loading and unloading your bike – simply and safely. Once resting on the frame holder, you 
can adjust and secure your bike single-handedly at roof height using the convenient rotary knobs. Carries up to 20kg. Lockable for 

added security. Reference picture. 66700ADE00 / 66700ADE90 (adapter kit for steel cross bars)

8. Bike carrier Active. Make the most of an action-packed day out riding. Load and unload your bike with ease – thanks to its quick-lock 
frame holder, smart wheel holders and adjustable quick-release straps. It can carry up to 17 kg and features a secure lock too. Adapter 

kit for steel cross bars is included. 66700ADE10

4. 5.

6. 7. 8.

TRANSPORT

3.2.

1.

TRANSPORT
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1. All weather mats, with colour accent. Whatever adventure you've been on, don't worry about wet, 
muddy or sandy shoes when you get back in the car. These durable and easy-to-clean floor mats 
protect the whole of your cabin floor. With a customized shape, and fixing points to hold them firmly 
in place. H8131ADE50GR (LHD/ grey logo/ set of 4) H8131ADE50RE (LHD/ red logo/ set of 4)  
H8131ADE60GR (RHD/ grey logo/ set of 4)

2. Textile floor mats, standard. Shield those areas of your cabin floor used most often from underfoot 
dirt with these protective floor mats made from hard-wearing needle felt material. Perfectly fitting your 
footwells, plus fixing points and anti-slip backing. The driver’s mat is also reinforced with a heel pad for 
extra protection from wear and features a Stonic logo. H8141ADE50 (LHD/ set of 4)  
H8141ADE60 (RHD/ set of 4)

3. Textile floor mats, velour. Keep your cabin unblemished for longer. These high-quality velour floor mats 
will protect your car’s interior from everyday dirt and enhance its look at the same time. Tailor-made to fit 
the footwells perfectly, they feature the Stonic logo in the front row and are held in place with fixing points and 
anti-slip backing. H8143ADE50 (LHD/ set of 4) H8143ADE60 (RHD/ set of 4)

For clean  
sporty fun
Stop dirt, damp, scuffs and scratches from leaving 
their marks on your Stonic, inside and out.

1. 2. 3.

1.

PROTECTIONPROTECTION
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2. Trunk mat, reversible. Off to school, off to the supermarket, off on holiday: you have 
different cargo depending on the situation. This dual-function trunk mat gives you versatile 

protection – with the soft cushioning of high-quality velour on one side and a resilient dirt-
resistant surface on the other. H8120ADE50 (for vehicles with luggage undertray) 

H8120ADE60 (for vehicles without luggage undertray)

3. Door sill protection foils, transparent. Protect your door sills from everyday scuffs and marks 
with these transparent foils that act as a discreet and dependable barrier for your paintwork. 

1Y451ADE00TR

4. Door sill protection foil, black. Driver and passenger feet can cause everyday wear and tear to 
your door sills over time. Protect them with a new surface layer and add these durable black foils. 

1Y451ADE00BL

5. Side door mouldings. Extra style, extra protection: add even more sporty elegance to the sleek 
profile lines of your car, and protect your side bodywork from scratches and scrapes at the same time. 

Can be painted in your car’s colour for one cohesive finish. H8271ADE50

6. Mudguard kit. In bad weather and on rough terrain, protect the underbody, sills and doors of your 
Stonic from excessive dirt, slush or mud-spray with these sleek, custom-made mudguards.  

H8F46AK100 (front/ set of 2) H8F46AK300 (rear/ set of 2) H8F46AK600 (front & rear/ set of 4)

7. Door handle recess protection foils. High-contact zone: door handle recesses are particularly prone to 
potential wear over time. These foils counter this issue, keeping your paintwork here looking like new and 

free of any fingernail or key scratches. 66272ADE00 (set of 4)

1.

2.

3. / 4. 7.5. / 6.

1. Trunk liner. However wet, muddy or grimy things get, this custom-made liner will protect 
your trunk area. It is durable, anti-slip and waterproof with raised edges. The textured 
anti-slip surface helps prevent loads moving around. Custom-made and designed to 
complement the interior of your car carrying the Stonic logo branding. H8122ADE50 (for 
vehicles with luggage undertray) H8122ADE60 (for vehicles without luggage undertray)

PROTECTIONPROTECTION
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4.3.2.1.

1. Business suit hanger. Crease-free, stress-free. This business suit 
hanger is easy to attach to the front seat and just as quick to detach and 
use elsewhere – like in your office or at the hotel room. Must be removed 
if the rear seat is occupied. 66770ADE10

2. Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad®. TV shows, movies, games 
– now your passengers can enjoy them all on the road and pass the time 
quicker on long journeys. Rotate and tilt for the best possible viewing 
experience. Fits to iPad® 1, 2, 3 & 4 and iPad®Air 1 & 2. Charging feature 
and iPad® not included. 66582ADE01

3. Armrest with a storage box. Phone, house keys, wallet ... this dual-
function armrest and compartment gives you support and a place to keep 

everything in handy reach. Mounted on the driver's seat and adjust-
able for maximum comfort. Reference picture.  H8161ADE00 (LHD) 

4. Take-away hook. Simple yet effective: avoid leaks and spillages 
when transporting take-away food and drink with this discreet 
hook. Mounted on the lower passenger side of the centre console. 
66743ADE00

5. Ice/sunscreen. Drive off straight away in comfort, even in extreme 
weather. Protects your cabin from heat build-up on hot sunny days, 
and ensures frost protection for your windscreen and front windows 
in freezing temperatures. Custom-made for the Stonic, it is theft-
proof when fitted. H8723ADE00
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Lead a life  
of leisure
Make the Kia Stonic driving experience that much  
more enjoyable for your passengers, too. 

6. Key ring - leather. Trendy plaited key ring made of bi-colour textile 
leather, with shiny black metal buckle and ring, and embossed logo.

7. Multi-cable car charger set. USB car charger with 2 USB slots. Multi 
connecting wire with various adapters. Packed in high-quality EVA case 

with nylon cover.

8. Sports pouch. High-quality black sports pouch made of ripstop polyester 
with red cords, print of the claim “The Power to Surprise” and printed logo. 

9. Baseball cap. High-quality microfibre cap in red with Kia stitching on the 
side and embossed logo on the back.

10. Good to go. Trendy outdoor bottle made of aluminium in matte black with 
shiny print of the claim and Kia logo.

6.

8. 9.

7.

10.

Wear it. Use it
Flaunt the Stonic fun with these perfect lifestyle products and 

useful gadgets.

MERCHANDISINGCOMFORT
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1. Safety vest. Give your safety top priority with this high-visibility neon vest with reflec-
tive strips for maximum visibility in daylight and darkness. Easy to stow in the door storage, it 
complies with EN 20471, and is a legal requirement in most European countries. One size fits all. 
66941ADE00 (one vest)

2. Safety bag. Make sure you’re fully kitted out for unforeseen scenarios on the road. This safety 
bag contains two safety vests, a warning triangle and a first aid kit that complies with actual DIN 
13164:2014, a legal requirement in several European countries. 66940ADE00 

3. Warning triangle. Be prepared in unexpected situations. If your vehicle gets stranded, this high-
visibility, lightweight triangle provides effective warning to approaching vehicles. Lightweight, stable 
and foldable. It complies with the actual quality standard ECE-R27, and is a legal requirement in most 
European countries. 66942ADE00

4. Better view car glass protection. Safer driving in any conditions. Keeps your vehicle's windscreen and 
windows clearer, enhancing all round visibility and safety, by sealing the microscopic pores in the glass and 
making the glass surfaces water-repellent. The 3-step treatment ensures long-lasting protection.

1. 2.

3. 4.
5.

6. 7. 8. 9.

Take good care
Equip yourself for the unforeseeable and get home safe.

Brave the elements
Come wind and weather, come sun and shine, get the most out 

of your Stonic all year round.

5. Winter car care kit. This kit contains a bottle of concentrated winter screen wash to ensure 
that your wipers run smoothly over the windscreen and keep it clear and free from road dirt, 

freezing rain and snow. Plus a windscreen de-icer pump spray helps to clear frozen windows 
and prevent re-icing. An ice scraper speeds up the removal of ice, and a sponge wipes away 

condensation from the windows. LP973APE109K (kit contains all the above-mentioned products).  
The following are also available individually: 

Windscreen de-icer spray (500 ml)  LP973APE110K 
Winter screen wash concentrate (-60 ° C, 1 l) LP973APE103K 

Winter screen wash ready to use (-30 ° C, 5 l) LP973APE104K 
Winter screen wash concentrate (-60 ° C, 500 ml)  LP973APE102K 

Winter screen wash concentrate (-60 ° C, 250 ml) LP973APE101K

6. Ice scraper with glove. Keep your hand dry and warm while scraping ice from the windscreen. 
LP950APE01K (not included in the kit)

7. Touch-up paints. Protect against corrosion and maintain vehicle appearance. Scratches, stone chips 
and blemishes can be repaired with touch-up paint. Please consult your dealer for the correct colour code.

8. Glasscoat. Protects exterior surfaces from the effects of pollution, solvents, road salt, car washes and 
bird deposits. Waxing no longer required. Interior Glasscoat treatment coats carpets and upholstery with 

effective hypo-allergenic PTFE protection from everyday dirt and stains. LP982APE1BROK (bronze pack)  
LP982APE1SILK (silver pack) LP982APE1GOLK (gold pack)

9. Summer car care kit. This kit contains a bottle of concentrated summer screen wash to keep your view of the 
road crystal-clear and smear-free by removing oily deposits, dead insects and other residues. To remove really 

stubborn insect remains from the windscreen and headlights, there’s also an insect remover spray. Especially 
formulated for alloy wheels, the wheel rim cleaner spray doubles up as a high-quality degreaser, and simplifies 

the removal of brake dust and grime. The extra sponge helps wipe away tough blemishes from glass surfaces. 
 LP974APE102K (kit contains all the above-mentioned products) 

 The following are also available individually: 
Summer screen wash 1:100 concentrate (40 ml) LP974APE101K Rim cleaner spray (500 ml)  LP970APE101K 

Insect remover spray (500 ml)     LP970APE102K

SAFETY & MERCHANDISING SAFETY & MERCHANDISING



* The Kia 7-year warranty / 150,000 km new car 
warranty. Valid in all EU member states (plus 
Norway, Switzerland, Iceland and Gibraltar), 
subject to local terms and conditions.

All information, illustrations and specifications are correct at the time of printing and 
are subject to change without notification. The models and specifications shown in 
this brochure may vary from the models available in your market. Due to the limits 
of the printing process, the car body colours shown may differ slightly from actual 
colours. Please contact your local Kia dealer for the most recent information.

Kia Motors Europe GmbH
Theodor-Heuss-Allee 11
60486 Frankfurt am Main
Germany

www.kia.com
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